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Dynamics and melting of a thin confined film
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Molecular dynamics is used to investigate the melting of a thin lubricant film confined between two crys-
talline surfaces. The dynamics of the film is significantly affected by the substrate, both in the solid and in the
molten phases. The solid phase, able to sustain shear stress, shows, however, large diffusional motions of the
atoms. The melting temperature depends strongly on the confinement. A phenomenological microscopic theory,
based on the Lindemann criterion, is proposed to explain this effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The properties of fluids confined between crystalline s
faces that are only a few nanometers apart are still far fr
being understood in spite of many recent studies, using ei
numerical simulations@1,2# or high precision experiment
@3,4#. The unresolved questions concern both the structur
the film and the melting transition between the crystalliz
phase and the molten phase of the film, which could pla
role in the stick slip at the microscopic scale observed
some numerical simulations of friction@1,2#.

The various approaches agree that in a liquid film with
width smaller than about 10 molecular diameters, the ato
in the film are ordered into layers that are parallel to
bounding walls@5–10#. When the width of the lubricant film
is reduced even further, numerical simulations generally c
clude that the film behaves as a solid, even at temperat
significantly higher than its bulk melting temperature@1,2#.
However, recent experimental studies have shown that
confinement-induced ‘‘solid’’ does not have a well-defin
structure in which molecules are fixed in space@4#. This
raises an interesting question because, on one hand, th
bricant appears to be able to sustain a shear stress, an
the other hand, a large diffusion of the molecules is o
served.

Another question that is still open is the thermodynam
of the melting transition in a highly confined environmen
Experiments and simulation show that the melting tempe
ture is higher than in the bulk but the quantitative analysis
this phenomenon is still incomplete. A simple approa
based on the Lindemann criterion and the confinement of
fluctuations by the walls has been proposed@11#. It provides
interesting results but is based on a continuous model of
elasticity of the layer, which becomes questionable when
layer has only a few atomic planes. Another continuum
proach uses a Ginzburg-Landau expression and a mean
theory @12#, but no microscopic model of confined meltin
has been proposed.

Our aim in this work is double. First, we would like t
clarify the structure and dynamics of a highly confin
atomic fluid using molecular dynamics simulations, and s
ond, we want to investigate its melting transition, with
1063-651X/2003/68~1!/011506~11!/$20.00 68 0115
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simple microscopic model to calculate the dependence of
melting temperature on the film thickness and compare
results with the simulations. Although these studies could
relevant for the microscopic theory of friction, for which th
melting and freezing of the lubricant are suspected to play
important role@1,2#, we have concentrated our attention o
the properties of the confined film as a function of tempe
ture, which are usually not accessible to surface-force ap
ratus experiments.

II. MODEL

The model is schematized in Fig. 1. It was presented i
previous paper@13# and, therefore, we only briefly discus
here its main features. Using molecular dynamics, we stud
few atomic-layer film between two parallel top and botto
substrates. Each substrate is made of two layers. One is
rigid while the dynamics of the atoms belonging to the lay
in contact with the confined fluid is included in the stud
The rigid part of the bottom substrate is fixed, while the rig
layer of the top substrate is mobile in the three directions
spacex,y,z.

All the atoms interact with the Lennard-Jones potentia

V~r !5Vaa8F S r aa8
r D 12

22S r aa8
r D 6G , ~1!

with the parameters that depend on the type of interac
atoms and the usual truncature tor<r * 51.49r aa8 to avoid
the problem of long range interactions in the simulatio
Between two substrate atoms we useVss53 and the equilib-
rium distance isr ss53. The interaction between the sub
strate and the lubricant is always much weaker withVsl
51/3. For the lubricant itself, we consider two cases hen
forth denoted by ‘‘soft lubricant’’ and ‘‘hard lubricant’’ al-
though, in both cases, the lubricant is less rigid than the
substrates. The soft lubricant usesVll 51/9 and describes the
case of a lubricant made of very weakly interacting m
ecules. The hard lubricant usesVll 51. The equilibrium dis-
tance between lubricant atoms isr ll 54.14, i.e., it is ‘‘incom-
mensurate’’ with the equilibrium atomic distance in th
substrate. The parameterr sl characterizing the interaction be
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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tween the substrate and the lubricant isr sl5
1
2 (r ss1r ll ). The

atomic masses areml5ms51. All the parameters are give
in dimensionless units defined in Ref.@13#. The two sub-
strates are pressed together by a loading force, which is e
to f load520.1 per atom of the top substrate layer, exc
where otherwise specified.

While the model characteristics presented above are fa
standard for molecular dynamics simulations, the main
ference between our calculations and other simulations
confined materials@9,10,14# lies in the coupling with the hea
bath, i.e., part of the material, which is not explicitly in
cluded in the simulation. We use Langevin dynamics with
damping coefficienth, which has been designed to mimic
realistic situation, and is presented in details in Ref.@13#. In
a system such as the one that we simulate, the energy
comes from the degrees of freedom that are not include
the calculation, i.e., the transfer of energy to the bulk of
two substrate materials. Therefore, the damping must dep
on the distancez between an atom and the substrate. Mo
over, the efficiency of the transfer depends on the velocitv
of the atom because it affects the frequencies of the mot
that it excites within the substrates. The damping is writ
as h(z,v)5h1(z)h2(v) with h1(z)512tanh@(z2z* )/z* #,
wherez* is a characteristic distance of the order of the l
tice spacing. The expression ofh2(v) is deduced from the
results known for the damping of an atom adsorbed o
crystal surface. It includes a frequency-dependent pho
term and an additional damping due to the creation
electron-hole pairs in the substrate@13#.

The procedure chosen for our molecular dynamics exp
ments is inspired from the procedure that one would carr
an actual experiment. Samples are ‘‘prepared’’ at low te
perature and then they are slowly heated in a series of s
lations while their properties are monitored.

The first step is, therefore, the preparation of a suita
initial configuration for the simulation. This requires som
care because, as the substrate and the lubricant have in
mensurate equilibrium distances, the equilibrium structur
not knowna priori. The structure of the substrates is det
mined by the top and bottom layers that are kept rigid. F
these two layers we chose a square lattice with a lattice s
ing corresponding to the equilibrium distancer ss. The initial
configuration of the two deformable layers of the substr
have the same square lattice structure. The initial config
tion of the lubricant is a set ofNl layers with an initial
triangular structure and a lattice spacing equal tor ll , and a
size in thex,y directions selected to the optimal match wi
the periodic boundary conditions that we use. Most of
simulation have been performed with an initial conditi
having 80 atoms in each lubricant layer. Calculations w
systems having their sizes doubled in one or both horizo
directions have confirmed that the results are not sensitiv
the system size.

Then this initial configuration is used for a simulation
T50. As the system is dissipative, it tends to relax to
steady-state minimum energy configuration. However,
configuration is not necessarily the ground state of the s
tem because such incommensurate lattices have many m
stable configurations. Sequences of heating and slow coo
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have been used to anneal the system. An efficient relaxa
to the ground state is achieved if these sequences are ca
in the presence of a small dc shear force applied to the
substrate, as shown in Fig. 1.

A crucial issue for such a calculation is the choice of t
boundary conditions. One can either work with a fixed nu
ber of particles, i.e., a fixed film density, as we do here, o
fixed chemical potential. Grand canonical simulation me
ods have been designed: earlier work@15# used the Monte
Carlo methods to maintain a fixed chemical potential, b
dynamical studies are also possible by the introduction o
particle reservoir@16,17#. The choice between canonical an
grand canonical simulations is important because den
changes influence phase changes. The optimal choice
pends on the time scales of the phenomena of interest
respect to the typical time necessary for molecular transp
We are interested in confined melting in the context of fr
tion because a sequence of melting-freezing transitions
been proposed as a source of the microscopic stick s
which is observed in numerical simulations and theref
occurs on a microscopic time scale@1,2#. In a typical mac-
roscopic experiment with a steel block of 103 cm3, the actual
contact area can be as low as 0.1 mm2 and include 103–105

contacts@1#. Therefore, the linear size of a single contact
r &0.01 mm, which is very large at the molecular scaler
;104 in our units!. As discussed below~see, for instance
Fig. 6! a typical value for the diffusion coefficient in ou
calculations isD'1024, which implies that the typical time
for diffusion over a contact is 1012 in our units, i.e., much
larger than the time of interest~and observable! in our cal-
culations. Such a very long diffusion time corresponds to
fact that actual contacts are very large at the atomic sc
The region that we simulate should be viewed as only
small piece of a much larger contact area. The particle
ervoirs, which are indeed present in an actual physical s

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the model. The gray circles sh
the lubricant atoms, while open circles show the substrate ato
The enclosed atoms in the two substrates correspond to the
parts of the substrate while the dynamics of the other subst
atoms is fully simulated. The load and, in some cases, shear fo
are applied to the rigid part of the top substrate, as shown by
arrows. The rigid part of the bottom substrate is fixed.
6-2
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DYNAMICS AND MELTING OF A THIN CONFINED FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011506 ~2003!
ation, are too far to have an essential effect on the time s
of a simulation~or the time scale of microscopic stick slip!.
These orders of magnitude are of course only very rough
particular, because a real contact is not flat at the ato
scale on a very large area, but the gap between the diffu
time scale and the time scale relevant for our application
so large that the conclusion still holds and the constant
ticle number condition appears to be the most appropriate
our problem. This would not be the case in simulations
dressing truly equilibrium properties such as the understa
ing of solvation forces as in Refs.@16,17#. On the other hand
contrary to the previous grand canonical simulations@15–17#
that were performed with a fixed distance between the c
fining walls, thez coordinate of the top substrate is a variab
here. This has important consequences on the structure o
film, and corresponds to the actual situation in friction.

III. SOFT LUBRICANT BETWEEN PERFECTLY FLAT
CONFINING SURFACES

Let us first consider the case of a soft lubricant (Vll
51/9) that corresponds to the typical situation of a mole
lar film between two solid substrates.

Molecular dynamics~MD! simulations can provide de
tailed information on the displacements of all atoms but,
order to compare the results with the experiments, it is a
useful to extract some global variables that describe the
tem at a mesoscopic scale. An important characteristic
rameter of the lubricant, connected to its thermodynam
state, is its specific volume. For the confined lubricant t
we study here, only the thickness of the lubricant film c
change and, therefore, the variation of the specific volu
shows up in the variation of the vertical coordinateZtop of
the top substrate. Figure 2 shows the variation ofZtop when
the initial configuration prepared as described above
slowly heated and then slowly cooled down.

FIG. 2. Vertical coordinateZtop of the top substrate as a functio
of temperature for different lubricant film thicknesses, in the cas
a ‘‘soft lubricant.’’
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For all the lubricant thicknesses that have been inve
gated (Nl51, to, 5 layers!, the general behavior of the sys
tem is the same. On heating a sharp increase ofZtop is ob-
served at a temperatureTm that depends onNl , as shown in
Fig. 3. On cooling the behavior depends on the numbe
lubricant layers: forNl51 or 2, a sharp transition that bring
the system back to the values observed upon heatin
found, while for larger values ofNl , Ztop decreases slowly
toward the values found upon heating.

It is interesting to compare our results with the know
properties of a bulk lattice of particles interacting wi
Lennard-Jones potentials, that have been obtained by
Monte Carlo calculations@18#. With the appropriate rescaling
of the parameters and for the pressure that results from
loading forcef load520.1 per unit cell of the substrate tha
we have used, the melting transition of the bulk lattice
found atT50.044 and it is associated to a relative change
the specific volume (v liquid2vsolid)/vsolid50.112. For a soft
lubricant, the transition temperatureTm versusNl , shown in
Fig. 3, is well fitted for Nl>2 by the expressionTm
50.04510.350/Nl , which is in very good agreement wit
the bulk results whenNl becomes large. The relative volum
change, equal in our case toDZtop/Ztop where Ztop is the
value at the bottom of the jump andDZtop is the variation of
Ztop at the jump, varies from 0.136 for a three-layer lubrica
to 0.098 for a five-layer lubricant. Therefore, the transiti
that we observe upon heating appears to be consistent
the melting transition, perturbed by the substrate, but its
act nature needs, however, to be precised.

In order to better understand the phenomena that occu
this transition, it is useful to look at the trajectories of th
particles in the vicinity of the transition point. When th

f
FIG. 3. Evolution of the transition temperatureTm as a function

of the number of lubricant layers forf load520.1. The filled mark-
ers correspond to MD simulation results, while the open mark
are the theoretical values discussed in Sec. VI. The solid cu
describe the fitsTmelt50.40510.165/Nl for the hard lubricant and
Tmelt50.04510.350/Nl for the soft lubricant.
6-3
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011506 ~2003!
temperature is raised toTm from a slightly lower value, a
transient during whichZtop keeps a value close to its prev
ous value is observed, but then, in a short time domain,Ztop
raises to its stable value atTm , as shown in Fig. 2. The
trajectories of the particles show that the increase of fi
thickness is due to theformation of an additional layer in the
film. It is interesting that a sharp transition between the t
film thicknesses that differ by one molecular layer has a
been observed experimentally@3# in careful investigations of
highly confined thin organic films, studied with a surfa
force balance. In these experiments, carried at constant
perature, this sharp transition was due to a change in
confinement.

Before calling ‘‘melting’’ the transition that correspond
to a strong increase of the specific volume of the lubrica
additional checks are necessary because, in such a h
confined environment, the frontier between the liquid a
solid states is not as well defined as in the bulk. Looking
Fig. 4 one can notice that even in the high temperature ‘‘
uid’’ phase the lubricant is still organized into layers. Such
behavior has been experimentally observed for fluids in
immediate vicinity of a solid@7# and, therefore, is not incon
sistent with a liquid phase atT.Tm . To confirm the nature
of the transition, it is useful to investigate another charac
istic of the lubricant layer, its shear modulus.

For this purpose, numerical simulations with a small a
plitude constant shear force were performed. Figure 5 sh
that belowTm the lubricant behaves like a rigid body, wit
only a negligible displacement under the shear stress, w
for T.Tm , the top substrate takes a nonzero equilibriu
velocity, indicating a fluid lubricant.

Müser and Robbins have pointed out recently@19# that for
the commensurate substrates such as used in our simula
the static frictional force should be nonzero even in the c
of a fluid lubricant film. Indeed, the periodic potential of on
surface induces a commensurate density modulation par
to the surface in the lubricant. The magnitude of the den
modulation decreases exponentially with the distance fr

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the positions alongz of all the par-
ticles for a soft lubricant withNl55 at temperatureT50.12.
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the first surface, but remains finite, and the second sur
whose periodicity is commensurate with this modulatio
should always feel a periodic force that pins the substra
together. The magnitude of this pinning, however, is t
small to be detected in our simulation. As we see from Fig
the mobility demonstrates a rather sharp increase exact
the melting temperature.

These results seem to clarify the picture because t
show thatTm is a temperature that separates a rigid ph
from a fluid phase that has a specific volume, which is s
nificantly higher but nevertheless of the same order of m
nitude. Therefore,Tm appears as a solid-liquid transitio
temperature, and can therefore be called the ‘‘melting te
perature’’ of the confined lubricant. However, the propert
of the ‘‘solid’’ lubricant phase are not trivial. This is show
in Fig. 6~a!. Following trajectories of the particles in the MD
simulation, one can notice many jumps from one lubrica
layer to another, even at temperaturesT!Tm . The high mo-
bility of the lubricant atoms is also attested by the calculat
of their diffusion coefficient versusT. The diffusion coeffi-
cient in one direction~for instancex) is evaluated by calcu-
lating ^x2&2^x&2 versus time, wherê•& indicates an aver-
aging over all lubricant atoms, and then fitting its value by
linear dependence of slopeDx . We have calculated the av
erage diffusion coefficient parallel to the layersD i and the
diffusion coefficient orthogonal to the layersDz , which is
one order of magnitude smaller thanD i but nonzero, and
shows a similar temperature variation. As one might exp
the diffusion coefficient increases sharply whenT reaches the
melting temperature, it is, however, already rather large
T,Tm . In this domain its temperature dependence is
proximately fitted by an Arrhenius lawD}exp(2Ea /T) with
Ea'0.16, indicating an activated process. It is interesting
notice that the activation energy is approximately equal
the melting temperature~expressed in energy units!. This re-
sult is again consistent with experiments: recent experim
tal observations using fluorescence correlation spectrosc
in molecularly thin confined films that display static frictio

FIG. 5. Comparison between the temperature variation ofZtop

and of the equilibrium velocity of the top substrate when a sm
shear stress,f 50.001 per substrate atom, is applied to the syst
~soft lubricant,Nl53).
6-4
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DYNAMICS AND MELTING OF A THIN CONFINED FILM PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 011506 ~2003!
@4# have found that diffusion is large. The role of confin
ment to induce ‘‘solidification’’ in a fluid is often mentione
@1–3# and, in our calculations this is confirmed by the i
crease of the melting temperature whenNl decreases. How
ever, MD simulations as well as the experiments also po
out an effect that appears to be less appreciated: the mob
of the atoms in a highly confined solid is much greater th
that in a bulk solid phase. This can be understood qua
tively by the influence of the substrate that distorts the p
fect solid configuration because it is generally incommen
rate with the solidified film. As shown in Fig. 7, the sol
phase of the film is not a perfect crystalline state. It is form
of rather well-ordered domains separated by regions that
pear like grain boundaries, or discommensurations. Wit
these discommensurations the atomic density is gene

FIG. 6. ~a! Time evolution of thez coordinates of the particles a
temperaturesT50.08~left part of the figure! and 0.16~right part of
the figure! for a soft lubricant. The vertical lines that connect t
layers show that particles are changing layers. AtT50.16, the time
snapshot has been centered on the moment where the system
by creating a new layer. The figure shows that the transitions of
particles between layers increase with melting, but there is ne
theless not a large qualitative change when the melting occurs~b!
Diffusion coefficient of the particles along the layersD i vs inverse
temperature in semilogarithmic scales.
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lower than in the ordered domains, leaving vacant space
diffusion. The existence of mobile particles within a ‘‘solid
confined phase has also been observed in MD simulation
ultrathin films confined between corrugated walls@20#. In
such a system the film consists of fluid-filled nanocapillar
separated by solids strips. As shown by a recent experime
study@21#, surface corrugation, due to the presence of na
particles, could also play some role in the experimental
servations of Ref.@4#.

Our results show that a similar phenomenon can e
even in the absence of corrugation due to the incommen
rability between the film and the walls. The basic phys
between the process is the same: the conditions of the
finement induce some frustration in the film that lead to t
hybrid ‘‘solid-fluid’’ structure.

When one cools down the melted film, Fig. 2 shows tha
does not retrace the path observed upon heating. For
thin films (Nl51 or 2), a sharp freezing transition is ob
served at a temperature significantly lower thanTm . After
the transition the film recovers the structure that it had at
same temperature before the melting transition. Therefore
these cases one simply notices a large hysteresis betw
melting and freezing, as could be expected for the first-or
melting transition. Thicker films show a more complex b
havior because they freeze in a metastable state. Figures~a!
and 8~b! show sample configurations for a film having in
tially three layers (Nl53). In Fig. 8~a!, one notices that a
defected four-layer configuration persists belowTm , and
when the film is cooled down toT50, a configuration hav-
ing three layers in one region and four layers in anothe
found. Such a configuration is of course not an equilibriu
configuration, and annealing in the presence of a small sh
brings the film back to its equilibrium state. The qualitati

elts
e
r-

FIG. 7. Equilibrium structure atT50 of the top~a! and middle
~b! layers in a three-layer soft lubricant film (Nl53). ~Figures pro-
duced with RasTop@22#.!
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O. M. BRAUN AND M. PEYRARD PHYSICAL REVIEW E68, 011506 ~2003!
difference between the behaviors observed for narrow fi
(Nl51 and 2) and thicker ones (Nl>3) is due to the influ-
ence of the substrate. ForNl51 or 2, all the layers interac
with the substrates which tend to impose a given configu
tion, which is not the case for thicker films. The specificity
Nl52 with respect to higher values was also noticed in
experiments attempting to decrease the thickness of a lu
cant film by applying a strong pressure@3#. Pressure alone is
not sufficient to decrease it belowNl53, but, by applying
additionally a shear stress, the lubricant width can be
creased down to two layers. This is exactly what we find
the relaxation of the film on cooling.

IV. HARD LUBRICANT

The case of ‘‘hard lubricant’’ (Vll 51) shows some simi-
larities with the results discussed in Sec. III but also sign
cant differences, as shown in Fig. 9. First, one should no
that the denomination hard is used in comparison with
previous case, but the binding energy of two lubricant ato
is still lower than that of the substrate atoms~by a factor of
1/3). As for the soft lubricant, we find a melting transition
a temperatureTm that decreases when the thickness of
film increases~Fig. 3!. As expected because the interaction
stronger, melting occurs at higher temperatures than fo
soft lubricant. The melting mechanism is similar for hard a
soft lubricants: it occurs by the formation of one addition
layer ~Fig. 10!, but for a hard lubricant the hysteresis o
cooling is much larger and the barrier between the me
stable state withNl11 layer and the equilibrium state of th
film is much higher, so that on freezing the film always sta
in a metastable state withNl11 layer. These results sugge
that, while the basic physics is similar for hard and soft
bricants, there are, however, some qualitative differences
can be related to the greater depth of the secondary min

FIG. 8. Configurations of a soft lubricant withNl53 upon
freezing:~a! T50.13 and~b! T50. ~Figures produced with RasTo
@22#.!
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of the potential energy surface that correspond to metast
states and to the fact that the hard lubricant is less pertu
by the substrate. For instance, we did not observe ato
jumps between layers belowTm for the hard lubricant. The
low temperature phase is, therefore, closer to what one
pects for a bulk solid. This is also consistent with smal
variations ofTm versusNl for a hard lubricant than that for a
soft one.

V. INFLUENCE OF THE QUALITY OF THE CONFINING
SURFACES

In an actual experiment, it is very hard to achieve p
fectly smooth confining surfaces and some imperfections
be present even on surfaces prepared with great care@21#. It
is, therefore, important to study the effect of the modulat
of the film thickness. We have performed some simulatio
with a curved top substrate for which thez coordinates varies
along thex direction byDz5 1

2 hx r sl(12cos 2px/L), whereL
is the size of the substrate andhx51 in the results shown
here. An example of a configuration with a curved substr
is shown in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows that the curvature of
substrate has a profound effect on the melting transition
most of the cases the associated to a jump inZtop is no longer
observed in the MD simulations and is replaced by a smo
evolution. The observation of the configuration of the p
ticles in Fig. 11 suggests an explanation for this observat
The spatial variation of the thickness of the film leads to
coexistence of domains that do not have the same numb
layers. From the results with flat substrates we know that
melting of these domains should occur at different tempe
tures, thicker regions melting first. In the curved system
thicker regions presumably start to melt first and then dr
the melting of the thiner regions. And moreover, as t
boundary between domains with different thicknesses is

FIG. 9. Vertical coordinateZtop of the top substrate as a functio
of temperature for different lubricant film thicknesses, in the case
a ‘‘hard lubricant.’’
6-6
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of defects in the atomic packing, they also contribute to p
venting a well-defined transition, and the melting is blurre

However, the effect of substrate curvature is certai
greatly exaggerated by the small size of the system that
be simulated in MD. In an actual experiment one can exp
that flat surfaces will extend over hundreds, or even th
sands, of lattice spacing, allowing melting to occur rath
sharply in each of the regions. Therefore, one can expect
a melting transition should actually be observed even w
imperfect substrates, but it will not be very sharp.

FIG. 10. Time evolution of the positions alongz of all the par-
ticles for a hard lubricant withNl51 at temperatureT50.58 ~a!
andNl55 at temperatureT50.45 ~b!.

FIG. 11. Example of a configuration with a curved top substr
for a hard lubricant,Nl53 at T50.37.~Figure produced with Ras
Top @22#.!
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h VI. PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORY

The MD simulation results have shown that melting
strongly affected by the confinement. The solid and flu
phases are different from their bulk counterpart because
solid shows large atomic mobility while the liquid is part
ordered into layers, but the most noticeable effect of
confinement is to change the melting temperature by a la
amount that depends on the film thickness, as shown in
3. The theoretical explanation of this result is difficult b
cause there is no exact theory of the solid-liquid transit
even in the bulk case. A mean-field theory for th
confinement-induced first-order phase transitions was
cently proposed@12#. It is based on a Ginzburg-Landau e
pression for the free energy that contains a phenomenol

e

FIG. 12. Vertical coordinateZtop of the top substrate as a func
tion of temperature for different lubricant film thicknesses, f
curved substrates (hx51): ~a! soft lubricant,~b! hard lubricant. The
triangles pointing up correspond to the points recorded upon h
ing, while those pointing down were obtained upon cooling.
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cal surface correction, which has the same double-well sh
as the bulk free energy contribution that leads to a first-or
transition, but has different coefficients that amounts to s
ing that the surface layer has preference to order at a hi
temperature than in the bulk. Such a theory is interes
because it provides a thermodynamic picture of the effec
the confinement, but it is hard to relate to our results beca
its parameters cannot be determined for a given mate
Another approach relies on the empirical Lindemann cr
rion, which states that melting starts when the amplitude
mutual displacement of nearest neighboring atoms rea
some threshold value,ul ,l 8

2 [^(ul2ul 8)
2&5bL

2a2. The coef-
ficient bL depends on the material; however, it is remarka
that it only varies in a small range and stays aroundbL
;0.1 @23#, justifying the validity of the Lindemann criterion
as an empirical characteristic of the melting point. At high
amplitude of vibrations the anharmonicity effects beco
too strong and destroy the crystalline order. In the case
thin film, mutual displacements are expected to increase f
film with a free surface~or the free-slip boundary conditio
for the lubricant-substrate interface!, or to decrease for the
‘‘stick’’ boundary condition, when the oscillations of th
boundary atoms of the confined film are suppressed. Th
fore, one expects a decrease of the melting tempera
~comparing with the bulk value! in the former case and th
increase ofTmelt in the later one. Such a theory was dev
oped by Tkachenko and Rabin@11#. It predicts that for the
‘‘stick’’ boundary condition the melting temperature in
creases as

DTmelt~Nl !/Tmelt
(bulk)'C/Nl ~2!

with a coefficientC'1. If we fit our simulation results with
such an expression, the fit is qualitatively correct, but
coefficientC is very different from 1~0.41 for the hard lu-
bricant and 7.8 for the soft lubricant!.

The possible problem of the theory of Tkachenko a
Rabin is that it evaluates the thermal fluctuations with
continuous-medium elasticity theory. While this approach
qualitatively correct, for a lubricant film containing only
few layers, it is only approximate.

Let us show that a microscopic theory of the phonon sp
trum of the confined film leads to a much better agreem
with the simulation.

A general approach to the calculation of the phonon sp
trum is to use the Green-function technique~e.g., see Ref.
@24,25#!. The causal phonon Green function is defined by

G~ t; l ,l 8!5
Amlml 8

i\
^Tchul~ t !ul 8~0!&, ~3!

where ul(t) is the displacement of thel th atom from the
equilibrium position in the Heisenberg representation,ml is
its mass, andTch is the chronological operator. The Fouri
transform ofG(t) satisfies the equation

~V212D!G~v!51, ~4!
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whereV25v21 i e, e.0, e→0. The dynamical matrixD is
a square matrix with the elementsdl ,l 85a( l ,l 8)/Amlml 8.
For a pairwise interatomic potentialV, a( l ,l 8) are defined as

a~ l ,l 8!5
]2V~xl2xl 8!

]ul]ul 8

if lÞ l 8 ~5!

and

a~ l ,l !5 (
l 8( l 8Þ l )

]2V~xl2xl 8!

]ul
2

. ~6!

The power of the Green-function technique is that additio
contributions to the dynamical matrix can be accounted c
sequently, one by one, with the help of the Dyson equati
Namely, ifG0 is a solution of (V212D0)G051, the solution
of Eq. ~4! is given by

G5G01G0dDG, ~7!

wheredD5D2D0 is the correction to the dynamical matrix
Therefore, one may start with a simple case, for instance
an infinite lubricant crystal, and then introduce the substra
as described below.

When the Green function is known, the correlation fun
tion can be calculated as

^ulul 8&52
2kBT

pAmlml 8
E

0

`dv

v
Im G~v; l ,l 8!, ~8!

and then the mutual displacements are given byul ,l 21
2

5^ul
2&1^ul 21

2 &22^ulul 21&.
Now let us apply this technique to the simplest on

dimensional model of the confined film; namely, we rep
sent each lubricant layer as a single ‘‘particle’’ of massm at
the nodel ( l 51, . . . ,N), and the rigid substrates, as tw
‘‘particles’’ of infinite mass situated at the nodesl 50 andl
5N11. Let the interaction between the nearest neighbor
‘‘layers’’ be described by the harmonic potentialṼll (z)
5 1

2 gll z
2, and that between the lubricant and the substrate

the potentialṼsl(z)5 1
2 gslz

2. For the Lennard-Jones poten
tial used in the simulation, we have for the elastic consta
gaa8572Vaa8 /r aa8

2 (a5s,l ) in the case of a zero load.
Let us start from the infinite one-dimensional chain

lubricant ‘‘layers.’’ In this case the nonzero elements of t
dynamical matrix area( l ,l )52gll and a( l ,l 61)52gll ,
and the Green function is given by the expression

G0~v; l ,l 8!52
2i

vm
2

~2j1 iA12j2! u l 2 l 8u

A12j2
, ~9!

wherevm52Agll is the maximum phonon frequency of th
chain andj52V2/vm

2 21. Now, let the mass of the ‘‘par
ticle’’ with the index l 50 be changed tom05m1Dm.
The nonzero perturbations in this case aredD(0,0)
5a(0,0)(m0

212m21) and dD(0,61)5a(0,1)@(m0m)21/2

2m21#. For the rigid substrate we substitutem05`, so that
6-8
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the perturbations reduce todD(0,0)522gll and dD(0,
61)5gll . Then the Dyson equation~7! can be solved in the
following three steps: first, the subsystem of two equatio
for G(0,0) andG(1,0)5G(21,0) decouples from the whol
set of equations and can be easily solved; second, we
find the functionsG( l ,0) and G( l ,61); and finally, the
function G( l ,l 8) for arbitrary l, l 8 can be obtained from Eq
~7!. The second ‘‘substrate’’ at the nodel 5N11 is intro-
duced in the same way.

In the next step, we change the bonds between the lu
cant and the substrates, namely, if the interaction betw
the l 50 and l 51 particles is changed,dṼ(z12z0)5 1

2 (gsl
2gll )(z12z0)2, then the perturbations aredD(0,0)
5da(0,0)/m0 , dD(1,1)5da(1,1)/m, and dD(0,1)
5da(0,1)/Am0m, and in the case of the rigid substrat
m05`, the only nonzero perturbation of the dynamical m
trix is dD(1,1)5gsl2gll . Similarly, the change of the inter
action with the top substrate leads to the perturbat
dD(N,N)5dD(1,1), and the Dyson equation~7! may be
solved in the same way as above.

The mutual displacements of the layers across the lu
cant calculated in this way for the parameters used in
simulation (Vsl51/3, Vll 51 for the hard lubricant andVll
51/9 for the soft one! are presented in Fig. 13. As expecte
the mutual displacement is maximal at the interface for
hard-lubricant case, and at the middle of the film in the so
lubricant case, which has internal interactions weaker tha
interactions with the substrates.

Now, using the Lindemann criterion, we may assume t
in the hard-lubricant system the melting starts whenu1,0
5bLr sl ~the melting starts at the interface!, while in the soft-
lubricant case the melting temperature is determined by
conditionul 11,l5bLr ll for l 5N/2 ~the melting starts in the
middle of the lubricant!. Taking bL50.0966 for the Linde-
mann constant, which is chosen so that the theoretical
numerical values of the melting temperatures agree for
one-layer filmNl51, we obtain the results presented in F
3. One can see that the agreement between the simul

FIG. 13. Mutual displacements of the ‘‘layers’’ in the on
dimensional~1D! model for theNl55 lubricant film.
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and theory is fairly good although we did not use any fitti
parameter, except for the value of the Lindemann const
which has been obtained from a single point on the cur
and takes a value that corresponds very well to the expe
valuebL;0.1, which is observed for most of the solids.

The approach described above can also be used to s
the effect of the external pressure. Whenf loadÞ0, the par-
ticles lie at the minimum of the potentialVf(z)5VLJ(z)
2z fload, which corresponds to a new equilibrium distancer f

obtained from the nonlinear equation (g621)g7

1( f loadr aa8)/(12Vaa8)50 for the variable g[r aa8 /r f .
Then one can calculate the new elastic constant asgf

5VLJ9 (r f). When the load grows, the equilibrium distanc
decrease and, due to the anharmonicity of the Lennard-J
potential, the elastic constants increase. This leads to the
crease of the melting temperature with load, as shown
Fig. 14.

Taking into account that the interaction between the lub
cant layers is the sum of individual interactions between
atoms in these layers and not a simple Lennard–Jones i
action of two atoms~or at least the parameters of this effe
tive interaction have to be changed!, the agreement betwee
the results predicted by the simplest 1D model and the si
lation ones is surprisingly good. One reason for this is t
our system is close to the harmonic regime: as we chec
for all temperatures the kinetic and potential energies of
system are very close to each other. Thus, from the con
eration presented above, we can conclude that~1! the melt-
ing of the confined film is mainly governed by normal vibr
tions of the atoms, and~2! the melting starts from the
interface layers in the case of the hard lubricant and from
middle layer in the case of the soft lubricant.

The approach described above can be generalized
three-dimensional system in a straightforward way, althou
the calculations become too heavy to be performed with
the help of a symbolic manipulation program. First, one h
to find the spectrumV0(k) of an isolated two-dimensiona

FIG. 14. Dependence of the melting temperature on the load
the Nl53 system: comparison of the 1D theory with simulatio
results.
6-9
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lubricant layer, which now depends on the two-compon
wave vectork[(kx ,ky) @e.g., for the square lattice one ha
V0(k)52vmsin(akx/2) for thex component of the displace
ments#, and make the substitutionV2→V22V0

2(k) in Eq.
~9!. Second, one should make additionally the two-varia
integration (a/2p)2**2p/a

p/a dkxdky . . . in Eq.~8!. Finally, we
have to distinguish thex, y, andz degrees of freedom, i.e
every element of the Green function becomes a 333 matrix.
An example of this type of calculation can be found in R
@26#. The effect of finite system size of thermal fluctuatio
has been studied for three-dimensional systems using
merical simulations@27#. These investigations agree qualit
tively with our results in one dimension, but show that, wh
extra dimensions are added and anharmonicity is taken
account, the lattice dynamics calculations may be sign
cantly different from the molecular dynamics observatio
Moreover, one could, in principle, even go beyond the
proximation of rigid substrates and take into account the
brations of the substrate atoms@25#.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work we have used molecular dynamics to inv
tigate the melting of a thin confined film. Such calculatio
must always be taken with caution because their valid
relies on the validity of the model itself. However, we thin
that one can draw some conclusions with a reasonable
fidence for two reasons:~1! some of our conclusions are we
corroborated by the experiments and~2! the physics lying
behind the main results relies on simple arguments, relate
the influence of the substrate on the structure and dynam
of the film.

One result that emerges from the simulations is that,
such a highly confined medium, the distinction between
solid and liquid phases is not as strict as for a bulk mater
It cannot be simply established on considerations based
the structural organization and mobility of the atoms.
stead, the liquid can be characterized by the property th
does not sustain a shear stress, while the solid does.
liquid phase retains a significant degree of layering and
has previously been noticed by various authors, both fr
experimental or from numerical studies@1–3#. The solid
shows a large degree of dynamical disorder. This is an as
that has only been recently noticed in the experiments
cause in order to detect this phenomenon it is not suffic
to measure a global quantity such as the force acting on
whole sample in a surface force apparatus. One must be
to follow the molecular displacement in a microscopic
gions. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy has obse
-

,
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this phenomenon@4#. Molecular dynamics calculations ar
very complementary of such experiments because they a
a detailed observation of the dynamics of the atoms in
confined solid, and, in particular, they can observe the ani
ropy of the diffusion associated to the confinement. Mo
over, while experiments may suffer from the difficulty t
prepare very clean confining surfaces and to characte
them @21#, simulations allow studies on perfectly controle
systems. The possibility to determine the equilibrium stru
ture of the confined film suggests the following explanati
for the high atomic mobility in the solid phase. The influen
of the substrate, which is incommensurate with the solid
bricant as one can expect in most cases, distorts the s
structure of the lubricant. This distortion tends to stay rat
localized in some regions, under the form of discommen
rations, which leave some vacant spaces that make ato
diffusion easier.

The simulations have allowed us to observe the therm
induced melting. For very narrow layers, it appears to
associated to the formation of one additional layer in
lubricant. In their experimental studies of confineme
induced liquid-to-solid transition Klein and Kumacheva@3#
had also noticed a change in film thickness, which was c
sistent with a change of one unit in the number of layers. B
the simulations have also allowed us to determine the va
tion of the melting temperatureTm as a function of the film
thickness, contrary to previous numerical studies of confin
film melting, which had been essentially concerned with fr
tion and shear-induced melting. In agreement with exp
ments that show that highly confined materials can be fo
in the solid phase at temperatures well above their bulk m
ing temperatures@3#, we find that the melting temperatur
decreases when the thickness of the film increases. The
nomenological theory that we have proposed is based on
Lindemann criterion of melting and it treats the dynamics
the confined lubricant at the microscopic scale. Although
uses only one adjustable parameter, the parameterbL that
measures the threshold of the fluctuations that lead to m
ing in the Lindemann picture, it provides a good agreem
with the molecular dynamics results. Moreover, one can
tice that the value that we obtain forbL is within the fairly
narrow range generally that characterizes the Lindemann
terion.
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